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The Open Rights Exchange

The Open Rights Exchange (ORE) is a cross-chain open source identity and account

protocol. Users will easily be able to control their identity, assets and rights across

various on-chain and off-chain applications with a single universal account. This

universal account will be able to create and manage wallets on multiple blockchains

and interact with their accounts on centralized services. Applications built on the ORE

Protocol will be natively cross-chain and will be able to connect to traditional finance.

This enables cross-chain DeFi and NFTs and the ability to use your off-chain assets in

DeFi.

Market Opportunity

Blockchain identity and account management will grow to be a multi-billion dollar

industry in the next few years. Onboarding new users and managing assets on multiple

chains are just the most obvious use cases. The ORE Protocol will power cross-chain

DeFi and NFTs, unlocking new use cases that create trillions of dollars of value. In

traditional capital markets, the notional size of derivatives markets is much larger than

that of the underlying assets.

The opportunity is even more explosive in crypto. Cross-chain DeFi will allow previously

siloed pools of capital to freely interact with each other, supporting decentralized and

cross-chain derivatives markets. The protocol that powers this will be tremendously

valuable. The ORE Protocol also is capable of interacting with centralized services and

applications. This plus the tokenization of traditional assets will lead to even greater

opportunities.
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Spot Market vs Derivatives Market

Source: https://ftx.com/en/volume-monitor

DeFi TVL

Source: https://debank.com/ranking/locked_value?chart_date=MAX
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The Tech

The ORE Protocol will power many next generation cross-chain applications. Several key

applications have already been developed. ORE currently operates its own blockchain

(the ORE Blockchain), but this will be deprecated in the future and the ORE protocol will

be fully migrated to multiple chains for greater resiliency and decentralization.

ORE ID

ORE ID is a single sign-on service that manages wallets on multiple chains. ORE ID

allows people to create or sign-on to their ORE account with their email address or

social media accounts. These ORE accounts hold public and private key pairs for all

common encryption curves and can endlessly generate temporary or new key pairs.

ORE ID is a largely stateless and trustless solution that holds no personally identifiable

information.

ORE Vault

ORE Vault is a multisig asset management service built on ORE ID targeted at business

customers. Keys are managed in a user friendly way that still allows companies and

organizations to maintain custody of their own private keys.

ORE Active NFTs

ORE Active NFTs allows NFTs to be used to manage access control for off-chain APIs.

Not everything should be on-chain and the ORE Protocol is capable of interacting with

centralized services and applications. ORE Active NFTs offer a practical and

technologically advanced way for identities and assets on blockchains to interact with

the off-chain world.
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Roadmap and Adoption

ORE ID has already been integrated with Ethereum, Algorand, EOS and Telos.

Integrations with Polkadot and WAX are currently underway. Over 40,000 ORE ID

accounts have been created thus far and agreements have been signed to create

hundreds of thousands of additional accounts.

The first business to deploy ORE ID was Everipedia in 2019. Republic.co and Meld have

used ORE ID to onboard users from outside crypto into their tokenized security and gold

markets respectively. Ai.market has also selected ORE ID to onboard users and Alliance

Block is building their decentralized capital markets infrastructure using ORE ID.

ORE Vault has been used by Republic and AIKON to manage their digital assets.
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Token Economics

The ORE Token powers the ORE Protocol and all applications built on it. New ORE

accounts will contain a small amount of ORE Tokens, subsidized by organizations and

businesses looking to onboard users. Adding keys or re-keying accounts, signing

transactions, minting or transferring NFTs, on-chain validation and signing, and

transferring ORE tokens or claiming rewards all require a small amount of ORE Tokens

paid to the network.

Fees paid to the network are shared between three parties: account creators, account

holders and node operators. The final details of the distribution will be determined by

the Open Rights Foundation in collaboration with the ORE community.
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Team

Marc Blinder
Strategy

Tray Lewin
Architecture

Bill Rusitzky
Partnerships

Caitlin Abejon
Marketing Strategy

Başarcan Celebci
Smart Contract

Developer

Mariana Sahagún
Designer

Abdul Rehman Tayya
Developer

Dhruv Jha
Developer

Dulce Villarreal
Technical Product

Manager

Victor Zavala
Developer

David Watson
Node Operations

Dr. Fen Zhao
Technical Strategy

Richard D. Titus
Blockchain Strategy

0rigin
Resource Model
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Advisors

We also have an amazing group of advisors with expertise in blockchain

technology, regulatory compliance, design and IP protection.

SC Moatti
Managing partner
at Mighty Capital

Jory Des Jardins
Growth/M&A

Advisor & Operator,
Co-Founder,

BlogHer

Mas Sakamoto
Advisor, Bay Angels
Former VP & GM at

NEC

Daniel Lin
Product Advisor

Max Robbins
Founder, ai.market

& Simpleat.me

Phu Styles
Founder of Women

in Blockchain
Foundation and
Blockchain PR

Deepak Kanungo
Hedged Capital,

Founder and CEO

Connie Wong
Creative Advisor,

Lead Product
Designer, Kraken

Pankaj Shah
Founder, Sparrows

Stan Stalnaker
Chief Strategy

Officer, Hub Culture,
Ven, Ultra, Zeke
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